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All activity should be supervised by an adult. 

An adult should initiate any contact with the 

BB group and/or share on social media. 

NOTES FOR 
PARENTS & CARERS

• Observation Game Questions 

• Pen & Paper 

• YouTube

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

How good are your observation skills? Watch a video, try to soak 
in as much information as possible and then answer some tricky 
questions on what you’ve seen.

WWatch the video a couple of times, trying to take in as much 
information as you can, and then straight afterwards answer the 
questions on the observation game worksheet. Repeat the process 
with all three videos and questions. How many questions in total 
can you answer correctly? 

Toy Story 3: https://youtube.com/watch?v=GrwcycSgmPU
Inside Out: https://youtube.com/watch?v=sX4cF8dS7IA
Minions: https://youtubMinions: https://youtube.com/watch?v=nrUDMhI204U

Once completed, see if you can create your own observation 
questions from a different movie clip for a family member to 
answer. Ask a grown-up to take a picture or video of you playing 
the observations game and share it with your BB group or post on 
social media using #BBatHOME.

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET LEARNING

15 MINUTES

READY 
TO GO

VIRTUAL

OBSERVATION 
GAME



Watch each video a couple of times, trying to soak in as much information as possible, then answer 
the set of questions for that video. Repeat the process for all 3 videos. How many can you answer 
correctly? 

Toy Story

1)   Which character runs towards the door, just before the children burst in?

2)  One child uses Jessie’s hair as a paint brush. What colour paint was being used?

3)  One of Mr. Potato Head’s body parts gets pushed up a child’s nose. Was it his arm, nose or eye?

4)4)  What did Slinky Dog have stuck in his body after playtime? 

Inside Out

5)  What colour bib is Riley (the child) wearing? 

6)  What was the headline on Anger’s newspaper?

7)  What mode of transport does Dad use to feed Riley with the brocalli? 

Minions 

8)  What year was it when the Minions arrived in New York?

9)9)  What colour trousers did one minion try on?

10)  What words were on the sign the minion was holding up?

Observation Game Questions



Toy Story 

1)   Rex (Green Dinosaur) 

2)  Green Paint

3)  Eye

4)  3 Aliens 

Inside Out

5)5)  Green Bib

6)  No Dessert 

7)  Airplane

Minions

8)  1969

9)  Pink

10)  Boo Ya!

Observation Game Answers


